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A grating is made by exposing a section of the fiber to UV light
through a phase mask, creating an interference pattern of
maxima and minima.
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Advantages
• Bragg gratings are passive devices that are an integral part of
an optical fiber. They enable the design of more complex
"all-fiber" devices.
• Gratings can effectively replace bulk optics or thin film filters
for smaller package size.
• Compatible with other optical fibers, gratings can be spliced
into a device with low insertion loss.
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Gratings Basics
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Fabrication
• Unless a write-through coating is used, the acrylate coating on
the fiber must be first stripped and then re-applied after grating
fabrication.
• The fiber is loaded with diffuse deuterium (termed "hydrogen
loading") before the gratings are written, to increase the
photosensitivity of the fiber.
• The grating is fabricated by exposure to UV light at 248 nm
which passes through a phase mask, creating an interference
pattern of fringes in the optical fiber. A holographic method
can also be used.
• After exposure to the UV, the fiber is pre-annealed to stabilize
the index changes that have taken place.
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Manufacturing Capabilities
Gratings Basics

termed "chirping" to achieve a wide band of reflected light.
Actually a combination of one or more individual gratings
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written together, the slope of the grating edge can be modified
to meet your requirements. Wide band filters have application
in DWDM systems, gyros and sensors.
Specifications:
Center Wavelength: 980 to 1600 nm

Grating Types —
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• Fiber Arrays – Fiber arrays are multiple gratings written in a
• Stabilizer Gratings - Laser Stabilization Gratings are low

single length of fiber. The resulting strings of gratings have

reflectance gratings written in a pump laser pigtail. The narrow

application in military acoustic sensors, seismic sensors, strain

spectrum of the feedback locks the laser output, causing it to

and structural sensors. OFS proprietary write-through acrylate

emit at the grating’s center wavelength. Additionally, high

coating simplifies the process by eliminating the need for

frequency noise is minimized.

multiple strip and recoat sections. OFS has advanced
capabilities for acoustic sensor gratings written at multiple

Specifications:
Center Wavelength: 980, 1480 nm
Reflectivity: 2% to 20%
Bandwidth: 0.5 to 2.0 nm FWHM

wavelengths.
• Bragg Gratings in Polyimide Coated Fiber – OFS
PYROCOAT™ Polyimide coating enables the use of optical fibers
in harsh environments. Polyimide is a heat-resistant polymer
that performs to 300°C and has high strength, abrasion- and
chemical-resistance. Applied to a thickness of only 15 µm, the
result is a small form factor fiber of 155 µm diameter.

• High Reflector Gratings - These gratings are used to reflect a
high percentage (>99%) of light at a specific wavelength. They

OFS now offers fiber Bragg gratings in polyimide coated fiber.

have application in pump lasers, laser cavities and selective

Extending our gratings technology to include polyimide coated

filtering of channels in lightwave systems.

fibers will benefit applications such as oil and gas sensing,
structural sensing, industrial processing or avionics sensing.

Specifications:
Center Wavelength: 980, 1060, 1480, 1550 nm
Reflectivity: >99%
Bandwidth: 0.4 to 2.0 nm FWHM

www.SpecialtyPhotonics.com
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Next Generation Products
Available now from OFS Labs:
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Grapefruit Microstructure Fiber with long period gratings
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Dispersion Compensation – Long period gratings are excellent
mode-converters that transform the guided core mode to a higher
order mode guided in the cladding. Higher order modes offer
more freedom in controlling dispersion because they have higher
slope, less curvature in the dispersion slope and higher effective
area. This allows shorter fiber lengths, lower losses, and increased

• Sensing with LPGs in Dispersion Engineered Fiber – Long

Optical Signal to Noise Ratio (OSNR), as well as better system

Period Gratings (LPGs) couple light from the propagating mode

design. Mode converter gratings are used in pairs since a second

forward into guided cladding modes where they are quickly

grating converts the higher order mode back to a core guided

attenuated. LPGs written in Dispersion Engineered Fiber pro-

mode after dispersion has been modified.

vide the platform for a range of sensors that measure one of
the following: ambient material index, temperature or strain.
This fiber/grating combination represents a radical change in
the measurement technique required to deploy LPG technology.
This change translates to big savings in the cost of sensor
deployment because, unlike conventional LPG’s that require
expensive apparatus to measure spectral response these sensors measure amplitude modulation and can be designed with
only an LED and power meter. Order of magnitude higher sensitivity and resistance to contaminants in the environment are
additional features of this technology.
• Sensing with LPGs in Microstructure Fiber – In the OFS
Grapefruit Microstructure Fiber, the lower order modes are confined by the airholes and are insensitive to surrounding media.
After the addition of LPG’s the higher order modes interact
with the holes and with the material they may be infused with.
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Dispersion Compensating Module uses dispersion properties
of higher order modes, (HOM).

”

Custom Products
Fiber Bragg Gratings Worksheet
8 An online version of this worksheet is available at www.SpecialtyPhotonics.com
Custom Grating Worksheet
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Optical Parameters

Dimensional Parameters
Length of grating
mm with
________________________± tolerance of
mm
________________________________________________
Maximum Recoat Outer Diameter
with
± tolerance of

µm
µm

Fiber type required __________________________________

mm with
Maximum Recoat Length
________________________± tolerance of

Center Wavelength:

Positional Dimensions
of Gratings and Tolerance:

__________

mm

______________________________ nm with ± tolerance of
______________________________ nm

Bandwidth:

Testing Parameters
and Packaging Requirements

______________________________ nm with ± tolerance of

Proof Test Level for Individual Gratings
____________________________ & Final Array

______________________________ nm

Test Data to be Provided:

kpsi

@ level: transmission ______________________________dB
Reflection ________________________________________dB
% Reflectivity Value: __________________________________

Marking Requirements:
When you have made your specifications and completed your
contact information below, please Fax this worksheet to:

Peak ______________________________________________

1-860-674-8818

Minimum __________________________________________

Name: ____________________________________________

Average __________________________________________

Title: ____________________________________________
Company: ________________________________________

Crosstalk requirements on reflection
________________ dB @ ________________________ nm
Maximum insertion loss per grating
__________________ dB

Address: __________________________________________
________________________________________________
Phone: ____________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________

Maximum loss per array
__________________ dB
Measurement Wavelength __________________________ nm

www.SpecialtyPhotonics.com
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Optical Channel Monitors are no longer
available from OFS but may be purchased
directly from Princeton Lighwave Inc.,
Princeton, NJ, USA.

This document is for informational purposes
only and is not intended to modify or supplement any OFS warranties or specifications
relating to any of its products and services.
Drawings are not to scale. OFS reserves the
right to make changes at any time, without
notice, to the products and specifications
described in this document.
OFS products described herein may be
subject to the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations and may require approval from
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Industry & Security, prior to export.
Copyright © 2013 OFS FITEL, LLC.
All Rights Reserved.
PYROCOAT is a trademark of OFS FITEL, LLC.
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